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logixpro emulates the hardware interface to the plc's register sets so you can write or modify ladder logic directly into the simulator. the simulator is completely interactive with plc's register set. logixpro's ladder logic syntax is compatible with any ladder logic source, if you are using a ladder logic editor, such as the free logicuml, there's no need to convert the
source into the proprietary rslogix 500 syntax. this simply allows the student to work on any ladder logic source, whether it is an existing program or a ladder logic file. logixpro's editor has no limit to the number of plc's registers you can simulate. this allows the student to directly implement complex process sequences. some plc's have multiple address spaces
for program storage, one address space for each function. this means you can simulate a plc which has two or more memory accesses. another example, is the allen-bradley advanced. the advanced has a set of dedicated registers that can be programmed to hold unique addresses for each module; the advanced's memory address setting can be different for

each module in the system. logixpro's editor has been optimized for plc control panels. the palette of the ladder editor has been heavily customized to the look of plc's palettes. when the plc's program editor is closed, the simulated software can be paused or stopped (and resumed) any time, unlike plcs where typically all the programs are frozen when the plc's
program editor is closed. 5ec8ef588b
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